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Chapter 2 (Dissertation Excerpt)  

Somatic Possibilities: Yoga and the Practical Embodiment of Feminism 

“If you want to use yoga to heal emotional pain, you must find out where it resides in 
your body and learn to take your breath there. I don’t teach yoga to help people to 
transcend. I want people’s Spirits to reside in their body. I literally want to help people 
embody their Spirit, not go through life fragmented.” –Ana Forrest, Yoga Teacher 
Telesummit, June 2011 

“When most people who have been brought up in our modern, materialistic society think 
of consciousness, they imagine it as being somewhere vaguely inside the body.  From the 
mystical point of view, the reality is very different. In this view, the body is “inside” 
consciousness. In fact, the body is an exquisite crystallization of spiritual and psychic 
forces.” –Karuna Erickson and Andrew Harvey, Heart Yoga: The Sacred Marriage of 
Yoga and Mysticism 

 

Abstract 

This chapter starts where most women begin their Yoga practice, with the body, 

and addresses Yoga as an embodied spirituality through an analysis of intersecting factors 

that explain how Yoga works on female bodies and is constituted physically. My aim is 

to interrogate society’s control of the female body, and explain how physical practice is a 

response to that. This is explained in terms of how Yoga relates to the multivalent 

feminist concept of embodiment through the lens of performance studies and theories of 

body-mind found in concepts of performativity. This is done by discussing self-care and 

empowerment, in the context of the way that Yoga addresses trauma and psychology 

through the physicality of body, based on yogic conceptions of the body-mind, as well as 

the practical realization of feminist nondualism. 

The physical and meditative properties of yoga have become an antidote to stress 

for women in modernity and a viable spiritual release valve in an era of declining 

observance of the major religions. Both feminism and Yoga re-conceptualize the female 
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body, but in different ways that concepts of performativity can inform. It is also 

significant that Yoga is written on the body ritualistically, as a form of disciplined 

liberation that extends through the individual’s field of consciousness—to the mental, 

emotional and social spheres. The practice of Yoga by women in the 21st century builds 

on feminism of the 20th century, by adding another aspect, that of mind-body 

consciousness in relationship to issues which feminists typically approached in the past 

on a very physical level. Yoga teachers engage in a balancing of masculine and feminine 

energy rather than overtly struggling for women’s rights, in a way that echoes the 

distinction between performance and performativity. This distinction acknowledges a 

multiplicity of gender roles and recognizes that attaining rights does not ensure equality, 

but that an embodied spiritual practice can function as a coping mechanism while living 

within a gendered society. 

PROFILE: Shiva Rea is a former dancer who explores flows of energy and personal 
power through Prana Flow Yoga. She organizes public gatherings and workshops to 
facilitate personal and community healing, and demonstrates the need to work on energy 
and spiritual practice in social activism. 

 

Shiva Rea 

It is a warm and bright summer day in Squaw Valley, a ski resort near the north shore of 
Lake Tahoe, where the 2010 Wanderlust Festival is staging a party featuring yoga, music 
and art in the High Sierras. Large white tents have been placed on blacktop parking lots, 
creating open air pavilions throughout the ski complex. Some offer samples from festival 
sponsors, such as Luna bars and Glacéau SmartWater. Others sell Yoga clothing, spiritual 
music, or merchandise such as books and mats offered by various Yoga schools. 

Some of the tents function as classrooms and have special flooring for students to place 
their Yoga mats. The quarters are close, and the mats are tightly packed with a hundred 
people for every class. On the horizon just beyond the temporary classroom space, one 
can see pine trees, rock outcroppings, an endless blue sky, and deeply hot sun, beating 
down on the sweaty mass of dedicated Wanderlusters. The festival goers sit on their 
Yoga mats in snug, stretchy exercise clothes, the sidelines of the classroom piled high 
with day bags, Yoga mat bags and shoes. An altar generously draped in a white silky 
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cloth holds a statue of the Buddha, goddess Saraswati, candles, incense, and flowers. 
There is an openness here amidst the fresh mountain air, that one does not get in a Yoga 
studio. It is the first day of the festival, and everyone is eager.  

At the front of the space is a dais where a few prominent Yoga teachers have gathered: 
Shiva Rea, Seane Corn, Suzanne Sterling, and Baron Baptiste. The class is a fundraiser 
for Yoga Aid, an international service organization based in 32 countries. Students have 
all received pledges from donors sponsoring today's Yoga class. The funds will provide 
AZT and other medications to AIDS patients in South Africa. As the top donation earner, 
Srutih Asher Colbert is acknowledged, stands up and receives applause from the large 
crowd of 200. Each of the teachers take turns explaining their motivation for being here, 
and the class is turned over to Shiva Rea for a session of Prana Flow. 

I consider myself a servant of prana, a servant of the life force. The root of it–“pra”– 
really means life force, but the thing that is really cool in yoga is that how one orients 
themselves to that flow is completely up to one’s own relationship. As you make that 
orientation to experiencing your embodiment as the flow of prana, you actually begin to 
have a sensation of that flow. So the flow of yoga that I offer is called Prana Flow, or 
energetic vinyasa, because we are orienting ourselves to this underlying movement of 
prana. I think every body should exercise their right to dance, meaning our original 
dance, our original movement that we were born with. Every being on this planet 
responds to this rhythm and this pulse. That which is already in our birthright and our 
long history. We gather together. We move together. If something has that inner 
movement, if it’s moving in a progressive way, I love it. And I have seen it open people to 
the flow of yoga (prAna Presents, 2010). 

Intensely focused, Shiva Rea bounds across the outdoor classroom, wearing a red tank 
top and snug-fitting white Yoga pants, over which she wears a jangly belt that resembles 
a belly dancer’s belt. Just below shoulder-length, Shiva Rea’s hair is straight and blond, 
with fringe-type longish bangs framing her thin featured face. Speaking through a headset, 
she appears to exude limitless energy. Having been given her Sanskrit name at birth, she 
did not like having the name at first, because it was strange. By the age of fourteen, 
however, her name drew her into Eastern philosophy and she started to practice yoga 
exercise on her own with books in her bedroom. Through her studies at UCLA in World 
Arts and Cultures, she studied live cultural art forms and began to see the Western body 
as one that is disembodied. This is what led her to become a Yoga teacher (Yogin’ It, 
2013). 

Like most other Yoga classes, her classes begin on the mat, but by the end of the session, 
students appear to be energetically engaged, dancing freely around the room, joining at 
the center in a circle around Shiva Rea, who guides them enthusiastically on one final 
ecstatic ascent. 

Along each step of the class, Shiva breaks the classical forms of Yoga poses, bending and 
twisting them into new shapes while injecting her own fiery wisdom. There is an 
improvisational impulse to her teaching that inspires a creative approach to practice. 
Students are encouraged to transition into and out of the poses in their own timing and 
approach.    
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On the mat, a downward dog evolves into something more. Rather than finding a way to 
meet the standardized pose, each student enters into a unique relationship with the pose. 
Lifting one foot from the floor and crossing it over the other knee in small circular 
motions, one student finds the flow through the lower body. Others move fluidly side to 
side, slide up and down, and roll on their mats.  

Some of them venture into other poses, as Shiva encourages them to enter and exit the 
poses with fluid, circular movements. Their movements have much more of a dancer-like 
quality than the majority of Yoga classes. As Shiva demonstrates a side lunge, she puts 
her focus on the arm and hand movements, moving them back and forth and giant, wide 
circles towards the front and back of the room. The hands continue moving while the legs 
are stationary, back leg strong and straight, knee lifting back and towards the sky, with 
front leg bent at the knee, with the shin perpendicular to the floor. The energetic quality 
carries through the arms, as we inhale, bringing the hand to the crown (head) and then 
exhale, feeling the vyana vayu, an energy current that starts at the center of the body and 
moves outward into space. Here the movement of the hand is mentally connected out to 
the very outer edge of the foot. The hand is like a baton, that leads our attention along 
various energy points and channels, while the feet remain grounded and stable. 

Some of her classes are freestyle, with students choosing their own sequence of poses 
according to their own interests and needs. There is a lot of movement and exploration. It 
appears to be a very external practice, moving upwards and outwards, conducting energy 
for a productive purpose, rather than the more still, meditative styles of practice.   

There is a quality here of being in the moment, yet the practice is very individualized and 
this lends an empowered feeling to Prana Flow. The fluidity of the poses is meant to help 
us be aware of our changing nature, so that our practice changes as we change. It isn’t 
enough to have a  fire practice. We need an earth practice, too. 

Shiva seeks to unlock an instinctive state that she believes lies within all of her Yoga 
students. She believes that Yoga is a universal impulse towards unification of all that is 
fragmented in our lives, and that this impetus is present in various cultural forms in 
different cultures. For her, Yoga, as a movement from the East, is simply a form to 
accomplish that which all cultures do, connect individuals with themselves, their bodies 
and each other.    

Experienced through both awareness and the inhabiting of creative movement, prana 
equates to the energetic quality of life itself. For Shiva, Yoga is primarily an energetic 
process, and it is “embodiment through bodymind” that leads to a stronger relationship 
with one’s body, daily living, and accessing positive uplifting emotions such as joy, 
happiness, love and spontaneity. She works through a process of embodiment which is 
her way to realize the union of the self with the macrocosm. Shiva utilizes awareness, 
energy and movement to work together as a system that will activate people in their lives 
to a greater level of living and community. 

She developed the idea of Prana Flow over twenty years, designing customized 
“energetic vinyasa” classes, DVDs, CDs and workshops, and teaching enthusiastic dance 
and movement-oriented yogis. Viewing Yoga as “a conscious evolution,” she combines 
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its teaching with tantra, sacred arts, ayurveda, bhakti and somatic traditions focused on 
holistic body-centered healing. Her philosophy developed as a response to her feelings 
about “static” bodies, in which people feel separated from their bodies. She wants to 
assist people in reconnecting to their bodies in a fiery, ecstatic style of yogic dance that 
guides people through transformative spaces to higher energy levels. Shiva Rea promotes 
embodiment, the unifying of the bodymind, and a “living yoga” which is universal in 
scope, while being rooted in the ashtanga values inspired by the lineage of 
Krishnamacharya (1888-1989), his Vinyasa Krama (the idea of linking poses), and 
students of his, including Jois, Iyengar, and Desikachar. Having studied with teachers in 
all of those lineages, Shiva’s version of vinyasa ( what became Prana Flow) emerged 
organically from what students needed, rather than a set series of poses and postures with 
a technique that had to be followed exactly. 

She activates the idea of “flow” through accessing the Sanskritic concept of vinyasa (“to 
place in a special way”). Vinyasa is an approach to Yoga performed as a continuous flow 
where individual poses are not held for long periods of time, but are rather marking 
points along a dance-like progression of movements. For Shiva, the ideal of vinyasa is 
employed more than as a technique or style of Yoga, but also as an all-encompassing way 
of “guiding the flow” within body, practice and life. Vinyasa is moving on the mat, but it 
is also moving through life. 

Dance is still illegal in many countries and places in the world. It is something that has 
been systematically repressed for the past couple thousand years. When we dance, we 
dance in freedom for those who are not able to dance, for those who are not free. The 
thing about the repression of dance is that it is intrinsic to our being. There are very few 
innate things that we come into the world with, and dance is like an ecstatic reflex, a 
response to rhythm, this ability we have to express ourselves. 

If you’ve ever been around little people, you’re getting a reflection of who you are. So 
nobody can ever tell me that they’re not a dancer. You know what I mean? We just look 
right into the cells and everybody on the planet came into the world with that ability to 
feel and to express. And it’s something that happens before the cerebral cortex can 
intercept it. That primal force has been alive not just in human culture, but in animal 
culture. This is the whole vision of Nataraj [dancing Shiva], the understanding in physics 
that you are a mover. We are aligned with the dancing universe, the moving universe.  

But how long have we been dancing in a collective? I think the starting point if we were 
to look through any archeological evidence really has to do with the carbon dating of our 
ability to make fire. And that is continuously being pushed back and it’s now thought to 
be about 1.7 million years ago are the earliest findings of our ability to make fire. So 
when we make fire, that brings us around the fire and coming around the fire and letting 
movement be a healing force, not just individually but collectively. That is our long 
history. We’re not only born knowing how to dance, but it has been part of our ancestral 
way of coming together for a very long time… 

I hope to encourage you when you are dancing to claim your birthright, to claim your 
ancestral right. To reclaim two thousand years of repression of movement at a very 
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intense level, by death. Not just individually, but for us to come together in something as 
a radical freedom that we take for granted.  

Many of you are yoga teachers, and you are on the front lines of inviting people to 
movement, to come back into that intrinsic movement. And you see the hesitancy or that 
loss of “what to do with myself.” Right? I feel for that, because it’s just a small barrier, 
and the barrier is in the mind. It’s just a filter for our mind. So let’s just, on behalf of our 
ancestors, and perhaps some of our ancestors died dancing…  

Electronic music starts to play over the loudspeaker in the room. Students, mostly women 
who have come for the Wanderlust “Speakeasy” lecture, begin to sway gently on their 
yoga mats, freeing their upper bodies to move while remaining seated. Some are sporting 
fitted tank tops, while others have on looser, more flowing shirts. A young woman at the 
front of the room is wearing a halter top and has let one side of her white sweatshirt fall 
down off her bare shoulders, bumping them side to side while her head of sandy blonde 
wavy hair follows along. 

So go back like you’re one year old, six months. Festivals are the place where we’re 
reclaiming that energy. We’re reclaiming that freedom to gather together. And there’s 
something that happens there, right? That is beyond the conceptual mind, right? It’s a 
power that we ourselves must have.  

In all the historical examples, why was movement repressed? Because it empowers. It 
empowers the intrinsic life force. So that’s why it seems so insidious, because most of the 
time it’s harmless. And you have to know that during the Middle Ages, sports were also 
banned. You have to know that, because a lot of us channel.. When my dance died, I 
became more of an athlete, because it’s another kind of dance. But even that was 
suppressed.  

White cloths are draped along the walls, with ten foot high willow branches leaning in the 
corner lighted by a floorlamp holding six smallish lampshades of various sizes. Off to 
one side, an antique wooden wagon wheel leans against the wall, next to a dark wooden 
stool and chair with bright striped fabric, surrounded by two larger piles of branches 
crisscrossed and stacked up as an art installation of sorts. Over her red and white yoga 
clothes, Shiva Rea has donned a sleeveless Indian top of soft orange with a decorative 
border that reaches down to her middle thighs. The twenty or so cloth-covered buttons 
are unbuttoned, leaving the top comfortably open. The audience continues their slow 
movements back and forth. 

In preparing for this talk, I do feel a kind of spark has happened inside me, and even 
though it’s there in the way that we offer yoga, I feel like we need to know this. So I’m 
going to meditate. Through the dance, I’m going to ask the Great Spirit to inform me, 
because that’s really what happened. That’s what you see in indigenous culture, what 
was there in early Christianity, which is still there in the revival. I’m sure some of us 
have been to some Baptist churches where there’s lots of movement now. It’s come back, 
because you cannot repress the spirit.  
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So I encourage you. When you find that, to see it on behalf of everybody, to release that. 
To not just accept that, well, my inhibition is…  

Shiva shrinks back, pulling her arms in towards her torso, and drooping her head. 

…You know, well, cool people are inhibited. That’s not what I saw last night... I saw 
power. This is what we can see all around the world, that the dance is back. Full on. And 
we want to thank Wanderlust for giving us back the communal spaces once again. The 
yoga of movement. Thank you so much. Thank you. (Wanderlust, 2010). 

She ends the session with her hands in prayer pose and gently bows her head forward. 

Shiva Rea builds on her training with somatics “as a means of releasing habitual patterns 
of the bodymind” (Bailey, 1997). In her MA thesis for her MA in Dance at University of 
California, Los Angeles, she researched the work of bodymind professionals such as 
Joseph Heller, Thomas Hanna, Bonnie Bainbridge and dance movement pioneer Mary 
Whitehouse, to demonstrate how a combination of repetitive activity, coupled with lack 
of a full range of motion, keeps modern people trapped in a realm of limited sensory 
awareness (Bailey, 1997).  

The objectification of the body has led not only to a separation of the “I” and “body,” 
but has also created misperceptions about the nature of the body as a static, machine-like 
object rather than a fluid, changing process... by realigning out perception of our bodies 
with the feeling and sensory realm, somatics contends, a healthy experience of the body 
self is cultivated (Bailey 52-53).  

Shiva’s Yoga studies paired her with senior teachers who had been practicing for 20 to 60 
years, and so she approached the idea of embodiment methodically, and grounded her 
teaching in a wide range of somatic practices. She utilizes three distinct teaching methods 
to facilitate embodiment: 

1.) the use of alignment to awaken embodied consciousness; 

2.) the use of imagery and metaphor to access the soma (which she defines as the 
inner, “self-guiding body”); and 

3.) the use of observation and hands-on adjustments to help transform psycho-
physical patterns (Bailey, 1997, 88). 

Prana Flow Yoga differs from a gym or exercise-oriented Yoga class, in that embodiment 
is deliberately emphasized for its psychotherapeutic value and as an intended outcome.  

Shiva Rea embraces the yogic concept of vinyasa (to place in a special way), used 
historically to refer to Yoga movements such as the Sun Salutation, which is a sequence 
of poses which are connected through a continuity of fluid movements. Shiva has built 
upon the concept, extending vinyasa into a Modern Yoga category of its own.  

I often talk of vinyasa as a moving meditation in order to translate the internal qualities 
of meditation such as a non-verbal state of awareness to movement. Vinyasa is like 
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swimming, or like the movement of water, but it is also important for “flow” to be in 
balance with rooting, through the feet, and lifting, elongating the body.  

Shiva Rea speaks of Yoga poses as “a mirror reflecting the truth of who we are in our 
bodies” (93). She believes that a level of truth, located within a person’s essence can be 
found and understood. And for Shiva Rea, that truth is to be sought, engaged in and 
released, through a person’s experience of their moving body.  

According to Rea, “emotional content in the body can be activated” through asana 
practice (61). She calls the body “a living intelligence,” a view that seeks to free the body 
from its solidness in the culture, from its role as a “mere encasement for the mind.”   It is 
not only bodily awareness that is the goal, but creating a “conscious body that is a 
foundation for well-being and personal development” (61). In the sharing of movement 
with bodies unaccustomed to moving, Shiva Rea seeks to “awaken” the emotions of her 
students, bring their understanding of mind and body closer together, and set students 
upon a larger path of self-discovery. 

While Shiva Rea’s Yoga is movement-oriented and appears to serve an external impetus 
to perform, it is counter-balanced by an inward-moving reflective and devotional attitude 
that honors the sacred feminine.  

Vinyasa is an outward physical manifestation, a mirror of the process by which we set 
forth to establish a personalized connection to the divine. This is The Source, our 
connection to the ancient yogic concept of ishta devata [relationship to divine beings]. 
Vinyasa seeks to honor the ecstatic and energetic, while balancing with the divine 
feminine through prana and shakti. Through our movements in vinyasa, we can have a 
first-hand experience of prana, the universal source of breath, life-energy and conscious 
intelligence, as the navigating source for our yoga practice and vital living.  

In addition to Prana Flow, Shiva has created several other programs: Yoga Trance Dance 
for Life, Chant for Change (in Washington, D.C. at Obama’s 2008 inauguration), Yogini 
annual conference at Kripalu and Omega, Moving Activism for 1,008,000 Trees, 
Yogadventure retreats and the Samudra Global School for Living Yoga. She also initiated 
the Global Mala Project, in which groups in locations around the world hold hands in an 
international performance of togetherness, an extension of Shiva’s ideal of embodiment. 

Back at our dance event, an evening chanting session has come to a passionate close, and 
the conference goers look relaxed. Jai Uttal looks pleased, conversing with about a dozen 
friends who accompanied him on various South Asian instruments and vocals. People are 
packing up their cushions and shawls and moving bags to the side of the room.  

Shiva Rea has arrived to lead the next session, a yogic nightclub of sorts. She stands in 
the center of the room on a wooden cube, as two hundred people surround her awaiting 
instructions. The music begins, an ambient electronic sound, overlaid with heavy tribal 
beats, markedly different from the traditional kirtan sounds that had filled the room 
warmly earlier in the night. The lights are turned low, and a spinning globe of colored 
lights begins to turn, projecting itself across faces and walls.  
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With your feet hip distance apart, begin to feel the rhythm moving you from side to side. 
Let your whole body respond to this rhythm. From here, we’re going to enter into the 
kriya of the rhythmic movement. And this is an internal meditation, so let the rhythm 
begin to syncopate with your breath. 

During the Yoga Trance Dance, Shiva guides people on a sacred movement journey, out 
from the bodies that they know, and into an unknown space, where they connect with fire 
and shakti. Through feeling and heightened sensation in the dancing body, they are able 
to experience a freeing and opening of the limits they place on themselves.  

And as you’re ready, we’re about to ignite. Letting your feet begin to lift off the ground 
slightly. If you have sacroiliac, knee or joint issues, I’d like you to keep your feet low to 
the ground, or move lightly like a cat, springing on your feet.  

And as you’re ready, we leap. Take one foot to one knee twice and then shift to the other 
side. In this meditation, let your fire come into the movement. You can be as subtle or 
wild as you like, but stay connected to your flame. Listen to your body. Listen to your 
heart drum.  

In this meditation, you are dancing over anything that binds you. If you feel any stiffness 
or rigidity in your physical body, then as you move, liberate your creative freedom. Feel 
the power of your expression. Mentally if you feel the mind wavering, then concentrate 
deeper in the dance. Become totally present (Acacia Fitness, 2008). 

As this moving journey progresses, Yoga Trance Dancers individually explore, locate 
and discover how energy operates. Alongside others, they ascertain how to exchange 
energy in this electrified and energetic setting, and to wield it within their own dancing 
field. 

The dancers create their own space through micro, attentive, movements that carefully 
expand outwards, but it is impossible to avoid the other dancers. Some move wildly, and 
their sweaty bodies meet at random, touch, and rub in rhythm with the heavy dance beats 
pumped into the giant conference room. Within forty-five minutes, the dancers are 
dancing together, in pairs, in groups, as their movements become more centralized 
around Shiva and her instructions and more attentive of those around them. 

Yoga trance dance is exhausting, but Shiva remains in the center, guiding us all along. 
We can slow down and make our movements more subtle, or add more intensity and rev 
up our heartbeat. The choice is ours.   

The moves are not so complicated, a cross step and lift of the arms, repeated over and 
over again; Shiva directs us on how to release energy and connect with internal freedom. 
Rhythm, beats and space are not isolated as sounds to be heard, but rather as fields which 
penetrate the dancer’s body, which reflect the damaru (drum) of Shiva himself, which 
connect the group to feel that we are one body, one beat, one breath.  

Shiva offers a teacher training program in Prana Flow Yoga and her philosophy of 
vinyasa. She presents her students twenty different sun salutation sequences, each 
featuring unique bhavana (emotions), along with a series of solar-lunar sequences that 
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she has created over the last twenty years. She also guides them in the ritual arc of the 
Prana Flow class and the wave theory of sequencing poses. The idea of Living Yoga is 
offered as a means for her teachers to cultivate a private practice that is “evolutionary, a 
harmonious sadhana of prana flow, meditation, Ayurveda and shakti bhakti, the 
continuous guidance of the flow of shakti” (shivarea.com, 2013). They must also design 
and complete a seva dharma project, volunteering for a community project of their choice. 
After their training, she offers a bonus workshop for teachers she has trained, called 
“Embodying the Flow,” emphasizing the importance of the flow for their continued 
practice.  

For the “Fluid Power 2” teacher training, Shiva has brought her students to the Greek 
island of Santorini (Yoga Life, 2011). Shiva wears wide mirrored sunglasses, blue yoga 
pants, tank top and white wrap blouse tied at the abdomen. Students are seated with their 
mats on a windy rooftop surrounded by white stucco walls overlooking the Aegean Sea, 
its waves lapping against dirt and rock formations of the caldera in the distance. They 
listen as Shiva explains Warrior pose, motioning towards and periodically adjusting a 
young man who demonstrates for the others. He holds downward dog while Shiva 
touches his leg, explaining how to coach students to turn their leg out to feel the space 
between the hip and femur. 

As they set themselves up for Virabhadrasana 2 (warrior pose), this whole thing with 
opening like with the back arm… 

Shiva lifts her left arm up and slowly raises it over her head, brushing against her hair and 
lifting the right arm out to almost parallel with the ground. 

…it’s just bringing in some of the circular movement and the back arm… We do it a lot, 
like yesterday when we were in Parsva Bakasana (side arm balance pose), it’s the same 
thing in Trikonasan (triangle pose). Instead of going this way and closing the shoulder…  

Shiva quickly gets into the side balance, and then puts her foot down to get into Triangle 
pose. She moves between the poses effortlessly, switching angles and focus within brief 
seconds. One pose, another pose, and another, demonstrating  an awareness of timing as 
well as effortless moving. The hands and feet are gently places, yet precise. Balancing 
with the left hand on the floor, reaches her right hand forward, then moving more slowly, 
lifts the arm higher above and behind her body. 

Really reaching back, continuing to create that space… 

She rolls her shoulder back and lifts her torso towards the sky, using the right hand to pull 
the shoulder open further. Then she refers back to the student demonstrating. 

The back heel comes down, and everybody has a little bit different feeling. This is helpful 
for your students to find out through their own body, if they want to have the heel to arch 
or heel to heel. Or in Vira II that simple thing of whether they’re going to draw the hip 
forward to create more depth in the hip joint, or keep your hips parallel.  

What’s happening, this is the long form. And you have to talk, you know, like folk dance 
callers. They say things very fast, go here, and there and turn around, and grab your 
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partner. So the long form is just too long to say. But really it starts from mula bandha 
and it goes from the inner leg, and it’s this feeling of energetic force, like a current, it 
moves in the bone marrow.  

The way that you know that you’re working at a pranic level, is that it doesn’t just feel at 
the muscular level. It feels like something that’s engaging the muscles, not just towards 
the bones. Because we know our bone marrow is coursing also with fluids, so you have to 
trace it as if it’s moving in the bone marrow. Down through the knee, knee over the ankle, 
and then when you get to the ankle, the force shifts to the ball of the foot. And that’s basic 
pada bandha, the heel and the ball are having this basic connection. Now if you turn with 
the big toe, you can just try it with your own hand, like you’re opening up a jar of jam. 
You spin the foot into the earth, then it comes to the heel… 

She traces her finger from the foot along the leg up to the hips of the model. 

It creates this whole circular movement that integrates, that basically takes care of the 
whole front leg. When you say “shift your front knee over your toes, draw your right hip 
under, as you move your shin forward,” there’s a lot of words there. It’s like, “honey 
could you get the trash, and while you’re there, could you get the mail, and I notices 
that...” There’s this string of all these different things. So when you get that pada II…  

Shiva turns her hand clockwise in the air, as if to open the jar of jam. 

You want your students to do it, so the way to teach it is, either while you’re down there, 
you can do something as simple as, first, drawing the hip out, like the way that you don’t 
want to do it, but it also deepens in the joint. And then feel how you can just simply spin 
the foot, and it not only draws the hip under but you get that strong action at the tailbone. 
The back foot presses from the ball to the heel and that wakes up this alignment of the 
whole back leg, with the femur and the shin coming in. So then as they come up… 

The model lifts his hands from the floor and raises arms parallel to the ground once more. 

You can also reinforce this, if you want to take an extra breath, and hold it there… 

Shiva calls her teacher trainees “firekeepers.” She says that in traditional cultures, those 
who tended to the sacred flame assumed a particular religious or spiritual status, as a 
gateway to the spiritual world. Her students refer to themselves as a group as Global 
Firekeepers. 

From Greece, she sends out a solstice greeting on an email newsletter sent worldwide: 

Today we honor the inextinguishable light – the peak of our Solar journey – the longest 
day, the greatest radiance, the culmination of our creative journey the Uttarayana 6-
month cycle. We celebrate all that has come to fruit. We open our arms wide for all 
beings – for anyone under an oppressive circumstance, for all beings who are rising up, 
for anyone who feels contracted inside. We have begun our Solstice meditation this 
morning and are heading to Skaros–the mesa overlooking the caldera–the volcano’s 
edge for sunset… Sending you Solar Shakti wherever you are–Hram Hrim Hroom Hraim 
Hraum Hraha! 
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Love all ways, 

Shiva (Bailey, June 2013) 

Shiva approaches Yoga in terms of energy; prana, and the related elements of internal 
fire, dance, and ecstasy all serve the purpose of producing and regulating energy. This is 
dancing near the ancient fires, maintaining the sacred flame for oneself and others. 

 

Female Bodies in the Context of Modern Yoga 

Any discussion of Modern Yoga necessarily implies particular claims about one’s 

own opinion concerning the nature of human evolution itself. The ways in which we 

conceive of bodies and minds, along with their limits and possibilities, are fraught with 

historical limits that contradict the promises of freedom that both somatic practices and 

social justice theories work towards. Somewhere in the collision between neo-Hindu 

value systems and millions of women in the United States practicing Yoga, are located 

several spaces of cultural renewal, healing, and exploration. Women’s bodies are places 

where politics get played out, power struggles get reinforced, and old hurts inscribe 

themselves in muscles and minds. In the course of my research, I discovered that many 

women turned to Yoga to start the healing process—both outwardly and inwardly. 

Discussions surrounding the gendering of Yoga are fraught with contradictions; it is 

either wholly empowering or completely disempowering, and these two positions rarely 

agree.  

In 2010, longtime teacher Judith Hanson Lasater penned a letter to Yoga Journal 

critiquing its advertising policy, which has become more overtly sexualized. One 

example was a photograph of Yoga teacher Kathryn Budig posing naked, advertising 
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ToeSox, and organic cotton non-slip sock that is supposed to be used during Yoga. 

Lasater wrote: 

Yoga Journal was born in my living room in Berkeley in 1975, where I 
was one of five yoga practitioner-teachers who gathered to create the 
magazine… I am confused because I do not understand how photos of 
naked or half-naked women are connected with the sale of practice 
products for asana, an important part of yoga. These pictures do not teach 
the viewer about yoga practice or themselves… These ads are just about 
selling a product. This approach is something I thought belonged 
(unfortunately) to the larger culture, but not in Yoga Journal… My request 
is that Yoga Journal doesn’t run ads with photos that exploit the sexuality 
of young women in order to sell products or more magazines. (Lasater, 
Yoga Journal, 2010) 

The Yoga of today does, on the surface of its public view outside of personal or studio 

practice, and through its marketing and commercialization, appear to re-inscribe an 

essentialized view of the female, due to its hyper-concern with the materiality of the 

female body in the contemporary context, especially in terms of advertisements and 

magazines that promoting a fit and tiny, and now hyper-sexual, feminized physique. 

At the same time as Yoga and the marketing of its products has taken off into new 

exploitative realms, a dedicated practice of Yoga affords many women a way to be 

present with “what is” their body, a feeling which is not available in the patriarchal 

culture. “Just being” or engaging in awareness of breath and self bring the body out of the 

social into a questionable space, where the woman’s own body can be examined and 

learned about. For the majority of women Yoga teachers of today, doing Yoga is most 

definitely a feminist act, is stated as such, and functions as an act of transformation, 

healing and empowerment. This is accomplished specifically through Yoga as a 

technology that operates as an embodied spiritual practice.  
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Yoga in its habituated state is one in which the female body can potentially 

engage in healing, reclaim personal power, and utilize neo-Hindu beliefs to 

philosophically navigate life’s challenges. Yoga is utilized in reaction to daily stress and 

trauma, and women Yoga teachers actively participate in creating and making their own 

Yoga routines as a new form of embodied feminism activated through an embodied 

spiritual practice. This is carried out and enacted through a systematic implementation of 

the individual woman’s spiritual rituals, a repetitive series of activities critical in 

establishing the “Yoga lifestyle.” For women performing life as Yoga teachers, daily 

practice drives their personal lives, identity, and politics. 

 When discussing the intertwining issues of women, feminism and Yoga, we must 

consider the cultural significance of Yoga as both a physical and psychological practice 

for women. The modern woman’s experience of Yoga’s physical practice relies on a 

framework of notions embedded in the idea of body-based spirituality, such as: somatic 

awareness, holistic healing, and the notion that mind and body are connected in ways that 

are different from traditional medical and social constructs. In American Veda, spiritual 

coach and writer Philip Goldberg notes that “as long as the Hindu-Buddhist-Tantric-

Vedantic-Yogic menu continues to serve up transformation and transcendence, people 

will fill their plates” (340). It is through a well-rehearsed promise of personal 

transformation in both body and mind that contemporary women have begun to use Yoga 

to grapple with changing conditions and contradictions in their lives, and this must, at the 

same time, be negotiated in relation to the freedoms promised earlier by the women’s 

liberation movement.  
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Many women also turn to Yoga out of dissatisfaction with the current 

circumstances of their lives, which create stress or mental difficulties. Yoga offers coping 

mechanisms for real-life problems such as unhealthy relationships, self-esteem and 

depression. The embodied approach to these problems differs from the standard mental 

therapy route. The history of women’s mental health is fraught with control of women; 

psychology, psychiatry and psych-pharmacology are linked to suppression of dealing 

with oppressive patriarchal structures under which women routinely suffer. Modern-day 

Yoga is also a group-oriented, women-focused sphere offering an alternative to one-

dimensional therapy with client-doctor relationship. Yoga is often practiced in 

conjunction with several other holistic health modalities. 

Several studies have confirmed a growing connection between the so-called 

advancement of modern societies and women’s decreasing estimation of their own self-

worth. West and Sweeting studied 15-year-old young women in the same location in 

Scotland in 1987, 1999 and 2006. Incidents of mental disorders such as anxiety and 

depression were found to increase from 20% to 32% in girls, while boys’ disorders 

remained steady at 2% (Bunting 2009). In “The Paradox of Declining Female Happiness,” 

Stevenson and Wolfers concluded that over the course of 35 years, even though there 

were advancements in educational and career opportunities, more control over fertility, 

and greater leisure and freedoms due to technological changes, women’s happiness in the 

United States had steadily declined over the past 35 years (Stevenson, Wolfers 2009). 

Higher levels of unhappiness are attributed to a decline in family life and general 

reduction in social cohesion, which has led to a complete reversal of the situation in the 

1970s, when women’s happiness far outweighed that of men. The consumer culture 
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communicates to women: “You are not enough,” whereas the Yoga culture responds 

with: “You are enough. Just as you are.” In a “Spiritual Activation” workshop at the San 

Francisco Yoga Journal conference in 2009 Katchie Ananda emphasized, “Yoga is not to 

make you better, it’s about acceptance.”  

In the 1970s, awareness among women was facilitated in a different way, through 

consciousness raising meetings and feeling circles, upon which a community health 

movement was built. Our Bodies, Ourselves (1971) was a foundational text for this 

historical moment, in which women sough to empower themselves by discussing mental 

and physical health concerns; this was information that had been overtaken and 

controlled by their healthcare providers. Published by The Boston Women’s Health Book 

Collective founded in 1969, the book assumed the fundamental stance that “taking care of 

ourselves” was critical to adopting feminism and creating emotional well-being. It 

promoted holistic health, discussed violence against women, relationships, taking control 

of one’s health, sexuality and reproduction, as well as developing knowledge of the 

politics of women’s health care.  

Lena Dominelli’s research concentrates on the importance of feminist health, 

while critiquing the power of medicine and science, which has in many ways taken power 

away from women: 

Women’s attempts to challenge the power of the medical profession and to 
make their broader definition of healthcare a reality through self-help 
initiatives have produced the women’s health movement. This has picked 
up on issues related to women’s own and their children’s ill health, and 
developed alternative forms of healthcare which have given women 
command of both their bodies and their treatment (Ruzek, 1978, 1986; 
Doyal, 1979, 1985). The feminist health movement has drawn on 
women’s traditional skills in this area. Healthcare was once defined as 
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‘women’s work,’ but the rise of state and market provisions have 
converted health into a commodity controlled by men (Cochrane et al, 
1982; Eisenstein, 1984), a feature that has been exacerbated through 
scientific developments in the area of reproductive technologies. 
(Steinberg, 1997, 146) 

It was at this time that the concept “personal is political” began to evolve, encouraging 

women to equate power differences with events on the personal level. Dominelli 

explains: 

One of the weaknesses of traditional community action has been its failure 
to deal adequately with individual need and to respond appropriately to 
particular personal conditions… As individuals women have a very 
personal experience of oppression, albeit one given meaning by engaging 
with social situations and structures. Feminists have developed theories for 
practice to reduce individual women’s suffering and to eliminate 
collective hardship. Feminist therapy, counseling and work in feminist 
health collectives have been crucial in developing feminist responses to 
individual women while locating their emotional distress within structural 
constraints that impact on personal lives. (Dominelli 2006, 135) 

 

These gatherings, meetings, and women’s health clinics of the 1960s and 1970s 

were slowly replaced by a banquet of holistic mind-body therapies, of which Yoga is but 

one option, albeit certainly the most popular one. In the time period that Yoga 

experienced its most recent surge in popularity since the 1980s, interest in the women’s 

movement, particularly in academic feminism, was simultaneously on the decline. 

Popular feminists such as Naomi Wolf in Fire with Fire and Susan Faludi in Backlash, 

began to point out in the early 1990s, that women were running away from “the 

movement” en masse. Not only was it exhausting to keep up with the political demands 

of a movement that questioned femininity, required fierce and vocal participation, and 

forced women to look at the power structures of their own lives, but the media and 

conservative groups contributed to a severe backlash in the other direction.  
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Chunn, Boyd and Lessard (2007) highlight (in the context of Canadian society) 

“an increasing resistance to, and negative portrayal of feminism” as well as “a deepening 

climate of public disaffection towards feminism” (vii). Their studies track resistance to 

modern feminism; they also emphasize the differences between feminism in the United 

States, which emphasized power relations, thus allowing many conservative women into 

positions of power, whereas in Europe and Canada, there was a broader emphasis on 

economic class.1 “Socially conservative discourses in Canada clearly are aimed at 

pushing women back into the home… while neo-liberal interventions emphasize the need 

to roll back social supports and push women into the labour force as a remedy for social 

problems such as poverty” (16).  

They also point out that using terms such as “backlash” and “gender wars” can be 

problematic if using them implies accepting their conditions. Doing this for instance, “in 

the context of law reform risks reproducing the sense of a battle being waged between 

equally positioned adversaries on neutral terrain” (20). Dorothy E. Chunn, in her studies 

of the media, concluded that feminist voices were often filtered by the media, and 

interpreted according to their critics or journalists who did not correctly frame their 

beliefs or demands. Chunn, Boyd and Lessard conclude that “feminism truly was never 

popular (Coward 1999, 105), and resistance was omnipresent in the print media (Gill 

1989, 1-2; Goddu 1999)” (57). 

 Though always a marginal community, feminists of the 1960s and 1970s enacted 

their changes from many angles: organizing consciousness-raising groups, critiquing 

social movements and the anti-war movement from within, and creating an entirely new 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Even though it was conducted in Canada, I correlate it to attitudes about feminism in the U.S.A..	  
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spaces for social and political equality. Alongside topics such as critical race and class, 

feminist issues were more routinely raised as a factor in broader political discussions 

(Baumgardner 2000, Echols 1989). It was an uncompromising time with many public 

successes, but for young women of today, feminism has become both a social given and a 

constant struggle to define. Baumgardner and Richards describe in Manifesta how the 

meaning of feminism, and identification with this “F” word, has apparently been wholly 

re-defined by the X- and Y- Generations: “For these women, and for anyone born after 

the early 1960s, the presence of feminism in our lives is taken for granted. For our 

generation, feminism is like flouride. We scarcely notice that we have it–it’s simply in 

the water” (Baumgardner 2000). 

 It is not that feminism ever left us. The problem lies in great measure in our 

choice of terminology. As a movement and a concept, feminism suffers today from an 

inadequacy of proper definition for the public-at-large. It is commonly viewed as the 

struggle between the sexes for power, or as the quest for obtaining certain rights, or 

opportunities for women in society. But a more expanded definition of feminism 

understands that it is both a combination of the struggle for woman’s rights and woman’s 

liberation. Gerda Lerner explains:  

The striving for women’s emancipation predates the women’s rights 
movement. It is not always a movement, for it can be a level of 
consciousness, a stance, an attitude, as well as the basis for organized 
effort. Women’s emancipation has, of course, nowhere been reached as 
yet, while women in various places have won many rights. By using the 
two definitions instead of the one, we can in historical studies distinguish 
more sharply the level of consciousness and the goals of the women we 
are studying. (Lerner 1986, 237) 
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Feminism seeks to reorient society so that woman has a place of value, respect and 

freedom in her own body, mind, and person. Yoga provides a way for women to reclaim 

emancipation and obtain their own space of power by fostering physical and mental 

health, a caring environment, and a community to call their own. 

 When I say “feminism from the inside out,” what I mean is that women are 

empowering themselves to take action in their own lives. By embracing the ideal of being 

“healthy, strong, and positive,” women are able to accomplish much more, process life 

changes in a healthy manner, and find new “more personal” or “spiritual” strategies for 

changing their lives. Most women spiritual activists are not marching in the streets. Most 

have not decided to take their case to the legislative, judicial, or executive levels of 

government. These women saw what happened to earlier feminists—total burnout being a 

primary one.  

 This kind of feminism puts the focus on the Self first, in order to find selflessness 

second. It also influences the ways in which women choose to act politically. Women 

who practice Yoga choose how they want to enact their power. They are more conscious 

of the energy that is extended outward into the world. Compassion and service are 

balanced with care of the self.  

 However, this must be juxtaposed against the fact that one of the most pressing 

questions of the feminist proposition for equality has been whether or not women should 

measure their success like men do. In the patriarchal system, rising to the top indicates 

success. Would feminists base their success on the male system? If we did, how long 

could it last? Our success as women is often measured by numbers—how many of us 
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have been able to pierce the glass ceiling and enter the hallowed halls of public service. It 

was assumed by feminism that securing more power the patriarchy would guarantee we 

had “made it.” The more women we had in Congress or on the Forbes 100, the better off 

we all would be. For women, on the other hand, who were working hard to attain these 

positions and became overwhelmed, cooperatively forged values, communication and 

community were ranked more important. Women Yoga teachers reflect these feminist-led 

values, while representing a new brand of leadership, and in a world where brand is king, 

their new skill sets are highly in demand. 

 Yoga acts as an alternative to the stress of what women in paternalistic settings 

experience as “daily life,” or what feminists call: “patriarchy.” Gerda Lerner defines 

patriarchy as “the institutionalization of male dominance over women and children in the 

family and the extension of male dominance over women in society in general” (1986). 

Yoga briefly takes these women out of their family, work, and other sexist settings, 

providing an atmosphere of calm and quietude. For those women isolated in the nuclear 

family, this bonding is very powerful.  

 Spaces for women to gather have slowly transformed and disappeared with the 

changes in modern culture. The public Yoga space (classes, studios, workshops) 

functions as a new sphere of woman’s culture. As a non-judgmental gathering place, the 

public Yoga space encourages the values of nurturing, healing, and sisterhood. With the 

proliferation of women-centric Yoga classes, women have come together to support each 

other on the issues of birth, child rearing, and the physical experience specific to being a 

woman. There are also ways in which the Yoga class functions as a feminist space that 

elevates the concern of women over other social markers which tend to overlook 
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women’s issues—such as economics or political orientation. It is not that these 

orientations are ignored, but rather that a space opens up for women to simply be in their 

bodies as women, regardless of how they see or live in those bodies outside the Yoga 

space. In the Yoga space, the ability to relate to one’s own body becomes prominent, 

often providing a way to face trauma that has been encountered because of body size, 

race, or gender. 

Look at the cover of any Yoga magazine2, and you will most likely find a woman 

who is thin, robustly athletic and more often than not—White. This is the prevailing 

image portrayed by media and a Yoga community that has increasingly become viewed 

as “an industry, influenced by natural living companies and advertising. In some ways, 

the public image of the “thin White yogini” also does not completely reflect the wide 

array of different women practicing Yoga and forming social and political communities 

around their practice. The trend of Yoga on the ground, is to include a wider array of 

women who are, through their practice, finding new ways of becoming both personally 

and socially. Critics of Yoga being practiced in gyms and exercise centers fail to see how 

the actual practice of Yoga works in a physical and philosophical sense. Can a person 

who practices Yoga in a gym receive the same benefits as someone practicing it in a more 

spiritual setting, such as a Yoga studio or ashram? 

 From the outset of this research project, my main questions have been: Why is 

Yoga so relevant for us as women? What typically Western notions about women and 

their quest for liberation does this inform? How does Yoga conceive of the body-mind 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Examples include: Yoga Journal (the most well known), Om Yoga, LA Yoga, Common Ground, Yoga 
Life, Bikram Yoga, SF Yoga, Flow Yoga, Yoga International, Integral Yoga, and Yoga Magazine. 
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construct? And finally, can a yogic conception of the mind-body inform a feminist 

politics of the body? To ask these questions, we first need to ask: What do we mean by 

feminism and activism in the context of Yoga as an embodied spiritual practice? And the 

answer is that the “personal is political” paradigm of the feminist project is being 

activated by more and more women in the U.S. through their practice and belief in Yoga. 

This popular phrase comes from the early women’s movement, the New York Radical 

Women and Carol Hanisch, who wrote an article by the same name. In her 

groundbreaking book Sisterhood is Powerful, Robin Morgan related that women’s 

liberation creates its politics “out of concrete personal experiences” (Baumgardner 2000). 

This idea of experience, which is so fundamental to feminism, is also critical to 

understanding how Yoga works in women’s lives. Yoga is a practice, a series of rituals, 

and spiritual ethics, but it is most importantly a personal experience. 

Paying attention to oneself and maintaining awareness of mind states and physical 

ailments can be viewed as feminist acts, in the older feminist sense that the personal is 

political, although today the interpretation is perhaps less overt. The personal in Yoga is 

based on healing. In the historical understanding of “the political,” women were supposed 

to be fighting for equal rights. Today, what is considered political for a feminist who does 

Yoga may simply equate to the choice to do Yoga, choosing to purchase organic or live 

sustainably. In this case, feminism means more than women’s rights. It means healing as 

a form of personal empowerment, which then extends to the social sphere in the form of 

wanting to share healing with others, animals, or the environment. Many of the women 

Yoga teachers I interviewed started practicing Yoga because it was recommended by 

someone else for physical problems, or as a form of therapy for their own serious 
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psychological or physiological ailment. For one, it was anorexia, for another, to resolve a 

stuttering problem after divorce, and for one of my own teachers, it was to heal from 

several broken bones after a ski accident.  

 There are three aspects to how Yoga, and women’s practice of it, relate to 

feminist notions of the body. The first is the relationship we have as women with our 

bodies in the context of the feminist project for women’s liberation. The second is the 

various techniques for self-transformation in Yoga give women a sense of control and 

self-empowerment in regards to their bodies. The third is the ways in which the 

externally motivated feminist cause undergoes a deep transformation when women 

practicing Yoga engage in a new kind of activism through service-oriented activist 

projects. 

 The relationship between feminism and Yoga practice encompasses all the 

important issues that women have struggled for over the past two hundred years, taking 

control of their own body image and health care, ending violence against women, and 

dealing with psychological problems. In Body Wars: Making Peace with Women’s Bodies, 

Margo Maine describes how she decided to go into clinical psychology practice in 

graduate school, and then chose private practice over her former endlessly exhausting and 

overwhelming “activist” path. As she began to see individual patients, she realized that 

the personal issues women were dealing with were part of larger socio-cultural structures 

that pitted women against their own bodies (Maine 2000). She relates the trend of what 

she terms “body dissatisfaction” directly to consumerism and marketing that seems to be 

more prevalent in industrialized societies.  
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If the major project about feminism is overturning control of sexed bodies, and 

the cultural systems that support it, and Yoga operates as a technique of liberation, then 

there is a potential for a feminist Yoga theory-as-practice that works against those norms. 

Theorists such as Duden (1998), Laqueur (1992), Fausto-Sterling (1992, 2000, 2012), 

Bordo (1995) and Scarry (1987) have already traced the history of the sociocultural 

defining of the boundaries and limits of women’s bodies, in which spheres of women’s 

knowledge and medical practice have become reduced or co-opted. As Bordo explains, 

“The body is not only a text of culture. It is also, as anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu and 

philosopher Michel Foucault (among others) have argued, a practical, direct locus of 

social control” (165). 

Through a historical and theoretical discussion of assistive reproductive 

technologies in Making Parents, Charis Thompson (2005) outlines in a detailed way, the 

various ways in which science and medicine have asserted control over women’s bodies, 

through: 

• masculinist epistemologies of scientific knowledge; 
• assumed authority of scientific practitioners; 
• making women’s bodies the object of scientific knowledge and 

experiment; and 
• using science to establish conformity to patriarchal class and family norms 

(18). 

 Barbara Duden, in exploring the history of the body, has revealed the ways that 

science conceals the origins of its discourse to a greater extent than the humanities, 

leading us to a myriad of default beliefs about our bodies’ supposedly natural conditions, 

including gender-based health issues. She notes that the modern body as we know it, the 

idea that “I have a body,” only came about less than two hundred years ago (1998). Until 
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the end of the eighteenth century, the body as a biological reality had also not existed. 

Duden studied female medical patients from the time period; these women did not have 

or posses their bodies with such individuation or possessiveness that modern women do, 

but prior to this time they also enjoyed greater control over their own health matters. She 

relates this social condition to Foucault’s historical work that revealed a new passivity of 

the body in modernity, in which it became an object that was subjugated to the medical 

establishment by routine physical examination and a wholly new “medical gaze.”  

 Lynette Hunter describes how prior to this shift, in the sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century, there were medical record books which contained long lists of treatments for 

conditions, that were to be tailored to the needs of the individual patient. “The receipt 

books for medical experiments indicate that most practice implicitly recognized that 

science and medicine involved participant observers and patients… Often clearly 

indicated is the need to work with the specific situation in a ‘located’ and what we might 

now call ‘holistic’ fashion” (1999, 132). Over the next four hundred years, ensued a 

process of the “automisation and medicalization of women’s bodies” which became a 

“protected field for male institutional practice” (134).  

 After this time, during which science and the nation-state became intertwined to 

reinforce male authority and power, Duden asserts, “Corporeality was disciplined; it 

internalized itself and withdrew to the private sphere. The body aura was obliterated” 

(15). The idea of the “self,” which in traditional folk cultures (and especially for women 

who maintained these storehouses of natural wisdom and practice) possessed a latent 

“magic” over its own body, became degraded to a state that was only loosely possessed 

by a body. Body and patient became discreet objects, and the modern body was 
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ultimately tied to “economic man,” the indispensible and production-oriented identity of 

the modern era.  

So a major part of the feminist project of our current era can be viewed as self-

empowerment through embodiment; getting out of a “victim body” that is either abused 

by men or controlled by the patriarchy seems to be a good start for connecting the 

political to the personal. The historical trajectory of feminist thought on the ground 

regarding women’s rights and control of bodies—as well as ideals such as self-

determination, gender equality, and sisterhood—cannot be separated from the 

relationship between the practice and teachings of Yoga and changing feminist 

worldviews throughout this time period. At the same time, Elizabeth Grosz has pointed 

out how, within the academy, “feminist theory, with its commonly close relation to 

psychoanalytic theory and to various forms of phenomenology, has tended, with some 

notable exceptions, to remain uninterested in or unconvinced about the relevance of 

refocusing on bodies in accounts of subjectivity” (vii).  

Women’s rights in the public sphere have always been inextricably linked with 

the female body, how it is researched, legislated and observed, from the outside. 

According to Grosz, “the ways in which bodies, men’s and women’s bodies, are 

understood by the natural sciences is, however, no more accurate than the ways the social 

sciences and humanities understand them: in all cases, how bodies are conceived seems 

to be based largely on prevailing social conceptions of the relations between the sexes” 

(x). Since woman has always been objectified in terms of body as receptacle rather than 

as a thinking being, her beingness has been denigrated simultaneously as a sexual object 

and a birthing machine. Even though definitions of gender have expanded within feminist 
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theory, I am interested in a definition of gender that takes into account that for the 

greatest majority of women, gender is still predominantly defined by one’s birth sex.  

In this sense, living as women under patriarchy, many women still fear for their 

safety and experience routine forms of misogynistic treatment such as domestic violence, 

battery and rape. Women struggle for equal pay. Women are both constructed and judged 

based on the way they dress and carry themselves. Cultural and family norms force 

women into positions of cultural, economic, and political servitude. Sexual autonomy is 

still very difficult for many women, and social control of her movements, labor, and body 

are rampant, pervasive, and in many ways inescapable. 

 I raise these issues to bring the materiality of Yoga practice, as one that involves 

and operates on and through bodies, into focus with the premise of feminism, that gender, 

and gendered norms, politics and practices depend in great measure on control and 

definition of women’s bodies. Our efforts as feminists have been systematically focused 

at reframing this body that has been projected socially as a natural phenomenon, as one 

that is purely based on some innate biological nature with certain “female” traits. So that 

leads us to the question: Can a female Yoga body ultimately become a free body?  

 At the “Yoga for a Good Cause” event, four workshops were held in spring 2010 

in Davis, California at Kaya Yoga Studio. Donation-only classes were held to raise 

money to support premature and stillborn babies and their families. The classes were 

taught by a wife-and-husband team Jennifer and Kevin Glynn. The text on the flyer read: 

“As a couple who recently lost a baby, we can attest to the despair that this tragedy 

causes to those affected. Come support us in our efforts on behalf of premature and 
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stillborn babies and their families by practicing with us.” Proceeds from their class were 

given to the March of Dimes and to a scholarship fund for training Yoga teachers to teach 

prenatal Yoga classes.  

 It was a strenuous class, and featured several partner massage exercises. Kevin 

mentioned a couple of times, “Let your body come back to itself,” indicating that 

surrender to the body would allow the body to heal itself. In Modern Yoga, there is an 

underlying idea that the body, if encouraged to move and “move through it,” will often 

find its own healing path, an influence that spills over onto the emotions and mental 

faculties. The Yoga setting offered the couple a way to deal with the emotional and 

psychological issues related to having a stillborn baby, and in a communal environment 

where others support them. The couple is also planning to form a foundation to teach pre-

natal and Mom-and-Baby Yoga. As Yoga teachers, they channeled their difficult 

experience with childbirth into a positive and productive outlet. This very personal level 

of processing emotional content is common for Yoga teachers, who use their own 

experience and growth as a filter for communicating with their own students. 

A major concern for females in the modern era rests in the struggle between 

control of the body from the outside, and the idea that if a woman control’s her own body, 

she has more agency in her affairs and control of the social world. Bordo demonstrates 

the challenge of women seeking body ownership through her discussion of anorexics 

(1995), and Fausto-Sterling shows how inter-sexed individuals struggle with this (2000), 

and Scarry relates the tensions related to individuals being able to articulate sensations of 

pain in the body, within the structure of language that is provided for that (1987). 

However, control can also be a way of instituting norms. For example, Lynda Birke 
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explains that in order to gain more power, women “have learned, moreover, to exert 

control over our bodies, trying to bend them to our will. In Western culture, that takes 

many forms, such as dieting, or exercise regimes” (85). 

 This is where yogic beliefs themselves, concerning mind and body, male and 

female, and others, including cosmological worldviews reinterpreted by women 

practitioners, may unseat the contradictions of contemporary practice. As a practice of the 

body based on Hindu ideas about bodies and minds, Yoga also works against and 

attempts to continually balance the norms of producing stereotypical bodies in a 

subversive way. The fact of Yoga’s belief in transformation, change and variability in 

body as connected to mind, can in psychological terms, represent liberation for women. 

Birke discusses how erasure of the body in social history and theory, and the related 

theme of “constancy” of the body (the unchanging body is the male/universalist standard 

against all others are judged) underscores dualism between mind/body as well as that 

which separates male and female bodies, reinforcing biological determinism (43). Yoga, 

as a contemporary philosophy that draws heavily on the Vedantic concept of nondualism, 

collapses these systems of control and helps to support women seeking healing from the 

pain of illnesses resulting from the contradictions and oppression of patriarchy. 

Nondualism will prove to be a key theme, as we continue to work through the myriad 

connections between feminism and how contemporary Yoga practitioners have taken the 

concept of nondualism from Advaita Vedanta and mapped it onto their understanding of 

self, other and the divine. 
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The Yoga Body-Mind and Feminist Nondualism 

How the body-mind is approached in Yoga is important for how it configures in 

the formation of embodied knowledge, for what it might be as a philosophical alternative 

to disembodied discourses, mind-body separated systems of knowledge, and anti-

nature/ecological modes of cultural and economic production, all of which are antithetical 

to feminist approaches which are more holistic in their approach to selfhood and 

community building.   

 For the Yoga practitioner, an embodied practice of nondualism serves as the 

cornerstone of personal evolution, the construction of conceptions of self and community, 

as well as a starting point for political practice. r.r. shakti’s “interdependence” is an 

expression of nondualism, a foundational belief of contemporary Yoga practice. In 

American Veda, Philip Goldberg notes that “Nondual is one spiritual term that is used 

increasingly. Connoting oneness, unity, and nonseparation–of the individual and 

universal, the immanent and the transcendent, spirit and matter–the word comes directly 

from Advaita Vedanta” (344). He asserts that the use of nondual goes hand in hand with 

ever-increasingly new approaches to spirituality (“spiritual but not religious”) that blend 

Vedic, Tantric and yogic “flavors.” 

 Anne Carolyn Klein has explored the relationship between Buddhism and 

feminism, using metaphors of the nondualistic to interrelate feminist concepts that are 

similar to the Hindu ontological framework such as the dyads of self/other, women/men, 

and mindfulness/subjectivity (1995). Klein turns her attention to the debate between 

essentialists who believe in an “intrinsic and universal womanhood” (7) and postmodern 

feminists, for whom self and gender are constructed, and encourages us to try to move 
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beyond this binary as well, to achieve a kind of balance. For Klein, “the depth and 

strength of selfhood or womanhood as a category” (8) offers the potentiality for opening 

a space for women to do several things, but especially to honor intimate parts of oneself, 

to address the need to have a spiritual or psychological place to call one’s own, and to 

identify commonalities among women that bring them together for support in their 

struggle. Klein views these debates as profoundly spiritual questions, and similar to my 

hypothesis about the usefulness of Yoga to feminism and social action, she attempts in 

her work to use the metaphors of Buddhism to inform a feminism that incorporates 

existential questions. 

While many women doing Yoga approach their practice from the standpoint of 

the divine feminine (as discussed in the Introduction), this attention towards the feminine 

could be viewed simply as an entry point; the deeper philosophical reaches of Yoga point 

to a unity of all polarities within oneself and in the world. For instance, when I asked one 

“born female” swami if I could interview her for this project about women, she laughed 

at the suggestion. “I’m a swami,” she said. “It doesn’t apply to my situation.” At this 

point in her practice of renunciation and acceptance of Yoga’s value system, the nondual 

had become a reality, or at least a philosophical commitment; for her, gender was no 

longer a consideration. 

 The belief that mind and body are separate, and that the mind needs to control the 

body, has its roots in the European Enlightenment. From Descartes’ supposition “I think, 

therefore I am,” emerged the ideal of subject-object knowing. This is the idea that a 

knower can know a thing or thought, and that the two are separate entities. It is the 

Cartesian paradigm from which we have received the cultural models that uphold 
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gendered dualism, reason over intuition, culture over nature and masculine over feminine. 

This differs from the phenomenological approach of Merleau-Ponty, who (as mentioned 

in the Introduction) suggested that perception and experience take precedence over any 

potential of “absolute knowing.” For Merleau-Ponty, “The body is the vehicle for being 

in the world, and having a body is, for a living creature, to be intervolved in a definite 

environment” (94). In Yoga practice, the body and our experience of it, while certainly 

disciplined by the mind in many ways, is the primary vehicle for gaining knowledge 

about the mind and its movements, yet there is also the idea that mind and body are one 

within a network of sheaths, as well as one with the greater principle of absoluteness, in 

the form of a higher Self, or Brahman.  

Nondualism, as one of the foundational ideas of Hindu cosmogony, is perpetuated 

within the philosophy through myths, sutras (verses), and various spiritual practices such 

as tratak (gazing at a candle flame). Adi Shankara (788-820 C.E.), was founder of the 

Vedanta school and thinker who first enumerated the two concepts of atman/Brahman, 

forming the basis of the non-dualistic Advaita philosophy that has seeped into and 

influences much of Modern Yoga today. With atman representing the individual’s soul, 

and Brahman that of the whole universe or a Super-soul, Shankara proposed that the two 

were one. This non-dualistic understanding operates as a practiced form of yogic 

intersubjectivity, as a way of perceiving objects and other people as a part of oneself. The 

yogi’s approach to operating within and upon the body is holistically connected to an 

understanding of emergent myths concerning the cosmogony of the universe based on 

this premise of nondualism, such as the powers of maya (illusion of physical matter), the 

avarana (veiling) and vikshepa (projection). 
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Embodiment within a woman’s Yoga practice can be viewed as a reaction to what 

Judith Butler terms “forced embodiment” or “disembodiment.” Essentially, in Butler’s 

view, enacting the performativity of womanhood, is a reaction to the historical equation 

of the idea of woman with the idea of body. 

Masculine disembodiment is only possible on the condition that women 
occupy their bodies as their essential and enslaving identities. If women 
are their bodies (to be distinguished from “existing” their bodies, which 
implies living their bodies as projects or bearers or created meanings), if 
women are only their bodies, if their consciousness and freedom are only 
so many disguised permutations of bodily need and necessity, then women 
have, in effect, exclusively monopolized the bodily sphere of life. (Butler, 
2004, 28) 

The notion of sex itself can only function within a binary, as Monique Wittig proclaimed 

in her essay “One is Not Born a Woman” (1979). Butler explains Wittig’s premise, of the 

binary construction of gender, and that it must also rely upon a supremely heterosexual 

social structure: 

For Wittig, the very discrimination of ‘sex’ takes place within a political 
and linguistic network that presupposes, and hence requires, that sex 
remain dyadic… Discrimination is always ‘discrimination,’ binary 
opposition always serves the purposes of hierarchy… Because the 
category of ‘sex’ only makes sense in terms of a binary discourse on sex in 
which ‘men’ and ‘women’ exhaust the possibilities of sex, and relate to 
each other as complementary opposites, the category of ‘sex’ is always 
subsumed under the discourse of heterosexuality. Hence, Wittig argues 
that a lesbian is not a woman, because to be a woman means to be set in a 
binary relation with a man. (Butler, 2004, 29-32) 

While the desire for encouraging non-dualistic thinking persists in the feminist 

academy, it yet remains difficult to generate alternatives, in theory or practice, that can 

actually challenge the patriarchal thinking in binaries. Elizabeth Grosz introduced the 

metaphor of the mobius strip into contemporary feminist discourse to disrupt binary 

approaches to gender and the body-mind. She writes: “The Mobius strip has the 
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advantage of showing the inflection of mind into body and body into mind, the ways in 

which, through a kind of twisting or inversion, one side becomes another” (xii). She 

continues by extending the diagram to conceive of inner and outer subjectivities and our 

psychical vs. corporeal sides. Grosz’s primary project is to elevate the sensing qualities of 

the body to an equally intellectual rank with the thinking faculties of the mind that are 

elevated over the body in medicine and the hard sciences. Significantly for Yoga 

practitioners, nondualism in Vedanta also ruptures the either-or thinking that holds up 

power structures between the dyad of mind-body.  

As raised in the Introduction, feminist theorists have rightly called into question 

the idea of biological essentialism, that women and men are inherently different, or have 

different social propensities, based on biology. One of the problems with this line of 

inquiry is that it has led to anti-science rhetoric in feminism, in which discussions of the 

body are oddly disembodied in their aversion to dealing with biology. In Who’s Afraid of 

Charles Darwin: Debating Feminism and Evolutionary Theory (2005), Belgian feminist 

Griet Vandermassen names this not wanting to acknowledge any differences between the 

sexes, or the importance of biology to feminism as “biophobia.” She notes that feminism 

and the biological sciences have been at odds with each other, with acute suspicion on the 

part of feminism. Academic feminisms ruling tenet is this idea: 

a social constructionist view of knowledge… and an extremely 
environmentalist notion of the construction of sex differences… 
References to biology in the explanation of human traits tend to be 
dismissed as reductionist, biological determinist, and politically dangerous, 
not only in academic feminism, but also in the social sciences in general. 
(2005, 85) 
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This has translated in some circles to a genuine fear of sex differences, and a bias 

against using biology as the basis of any potential differences for research on behavior 

and cognition of all kinds. Vandermassen considers biology and evolution as motivating 

factors in sex differences, noting how with the rise of Durkheim, sociology and cultural 

anthropology created a fascination with behavior, giving birth to the social sciences and 

behaviorism in psychology as well. In 1913, John Watson rejected any explanation of 

behavior rooted in unobservable causes, such as mental states or consciousness, which he 

considered subjective and immeasurable. Psychology had to confine itself to the study of 

overt behavior and how it was controlled by external stimuli (Vandermassen, 2005, 90).  

She notes how all of these anti-science modes of inquiry motivated the Left to 

equate the “evils” of science with capitalism, creating a matrix of two intertwined evils. 

Vandermassen believes that anti-scientific thinking in the social sciences has fostered 

intellectual isolationism, as if we had abandoned systems of reasoning that we fought for 

centuries to learn. The motivation for her critique could be to consider that perhaps the 

social sciences and humanities have allowed politics and premises to supersede deeper 

levels of inquiry: 

One need not assume that science is just a contingent social construction 
in order to condemn its sometimes disastrous effects, or in order to make 
sure that non-Western peoples habits and belief systems are respected–that 
is, inasmuch as these habits and beliefs are not in flagrant contradiction 
with basic human rights. One need not assume that women and men are 
the same in order to make sure that they get equal opportunity and are 
equally treated before the law (although, indeed, it will be a matter of 
debate what equal in this case means–does it just mean offering them the 
same opportunities, or does it imply adjusting for women-specific 
elements such as pregnancy? (Vandermassen, 2005, 95) 
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For Third Wave feminist theory, nondualism, the ideal that body and mind are not 

separate, is a core concept, and is wielded to emphasize the variety and flexibility of 

women’s identity. It is through separation of the sexes and the idea of differences 

amongst genders that inequality is maintained. However, anti-biological thinking could 

prove problematic for feminists using Yoga, because it involves a physical and mental 

practice that is transmitted and shared with the proviso of several biological and 

neurological premises. It could be even more limiting in the future, as more research on 

women and Yoga comes to the fore, especially if feminists choose to keep their heads in 

the sand on the issue. To ignore the body-based component of issues such as rape or 

domestic violence, due to hyper-concern regarding the constructedness of gender or sex, 

limits the ability of feminism to take a truly embodied approach to these issues.3 In 

addition, this attitude could have potentially disastrous results for women in the U.S. 

society, who still struggle for rights in a cultural setting that is only now becoming 

critical of the finer points of gender differences like feminists in the academy have been 

doing, but who are still judged very much on the basis of their actual female sex. 

  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Vandermassen’s next research project looks at feminism and evolutionary accounts of sexual violence. 
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Nurturing Personal Experience: Yoga as Embodied Spiritual Practice 

 Yoga is a practice that illustrates how women today are activating the theoretical 

concept of “embodiment,” a term which is utilized both in Performance Studies and 

Feminism. In this section, I would like to explore the relationship between feminism, 

embodiment and Yoga. Yoga takes an active approach to healing that integrates mind and 

body, contributing something more, an embodied practice that helps women inhabit and 

develop new awareness about their bodies.  

 There are several ways which Yoga’s embodied practice lends itself to practical 

realization of feminist theory related this idea of embodiment. At a basic level, the 

physiological practice of Yoga asana (postures) becomes the framework for working 

through mental and emotional states. Additionally, a heightened sense of awareness 

concerning the body and mind is cultivated and maintained. It is through an embodied 

wisdom that learning and transformation occurs. Earlier in this chapter, I discussed 

Duden, Thompson and Bordo as feminist theorists who analyzed the history of the 

Western conception of women’s bodies, which are described and understood in relation 

to male bodies, as well as the body as being “lower” than the mental faculties of the mind. 

If we are to view Yoga as an alternative to disembodied knowledge, then how does this 

reversal function? While most Yoga scholarship in the academy focuses on Yoga’s 

history, a handful of practitioners working in the academy have sought to find language 

for the functioning of yogic embodiment, developing attentional awareness, and 

understanding inter-relationship of mind-body. In the concluding section of this chapter, I 

rely on the work of Yoga practitioner-scholars Del Conte, Dobson, Nevrin and Shiva Rea 

to further illustrate how the concept of embodiment works in Yoga. 
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Swiss Yoga scholar Klas Nevrin approaches the subject of contemporary Yoga in 

practice and raises many important questions about bodily movement, and the 

embodiment of personal emotional and social awareness. In an article in Yoga in the 

Modern World, he states that to analyze Yoga, we must consider bodily experience. 

Nevrin’s main points here concern: 1.) the uses of the body in Modern Yoga and the 

challenges inherent in its analysis; 2.) the idea of rehabituation, how personal experience 

is changed by new ways of using bodies; 3.) empowerment—how people experience and 

interpret their practice (Byrne 119). 

Nevrin begins his analysis of Yoga movement by asking how Yoga is different 

from other movement. He notes that “the purposes for learning new behavioral routines” 

are important for how individuals are affected, especially in their everyday lives. He says 

that Modern Yoga is distinguished by “specific attentional techniques” (123). He says 

that this attention to movement tends to intensify Yoga practitioners’ experience of 

proprioception and kinesthesia. He notes how Kovach (2002) and Levin (2003) research 

how through body rituals, a person’s natural attitudes of the body change and produce 

different modalities of body awareness (cited in Nevrin 2007) Nevrin describes how in 

Yoga, the person attends to movement, has a heightened sensitivity, and identifies with 

related emotions. Yoga movements, as structured routines and repeated body techniques, 

elicit reactions that are formulated in conjunction with prior knowledge and emotions. 

MPY enhances direct involvement with movement, and focused attention to that 

movement. Through repeated practice, the movement becomes a flow of present-moment 

awareness, a kinetic experience with no goal in mind (123). Nevrin deduces that most 

people live in their bodies by habit, and that the body is not experienced as being alive. 
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There is an excessive disconnect between people and their bodies, leading to alienation 

and further emotional disconnection. The conclusion here is that using the body 

differently leads to heightened awareness.  

His main critique of Yoga is that its biggest downfall is its failure to see the 

significance of larger social and political relationships (Singleton 2010, 153).  He also 

questions the normative ideals of what is considered to be a “healthy body” being tied to 

attainment of a certain level of spiritual insight or progress. Nevrin contends that 

the general tendency is for practitioners to be influenced by largely 
unconscious ideals concerning the individual’s possibility of living a 
healthy life without addressing sociopolitical issues. Moreover, because 
the precise meaning of being healthy is rarely discussed explicitly by 
MPY practitioners, its meaning is simply assumed. This will then have the 
consequence that normative ideals are reproduced and presented in ways 
that effectively hinder their reflexive assessment. (Singleton 2010, 135) 

 

Unfortunately, the latter sentence seems to apply more to Nevrin’s own research 

methodology than that of his subjects. Whereas Nevrin is strong on researching theories 

of embodiment, there is a big problem in the second half of this article with empirical 

data, and an untoward lack of understanding about how yogis see themselves and operate 

in their various social worlds. The critique seems to echo those who condescend towards 

Modern Yoga’s emphasis on exercise and fit bodies; both groups appear to be looking for 

a lost form of Yoga that is nowhere to be found. Non-Yoga teachers have written the 

majority of academic research on Yoga up to this point. Those Yoga teachers (mostly 

women) who have expressed themselves in the intellectual milieu find themselves in an 

awkward position, being neither medical experts nor well versed in the history of Sanskrit 

texts. They have nonetheless tried to reveal some of the realizations they have come to, 
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and techniques used for healing and wellbeing for themselves and their students—and 

this work is focused primarily on the concept of embodiment, which has an important 

place in the philosophy of the performing arts and feminism, both for its productiveness 

in terms of culture and for its opposition to disembodied philosophical discourses. 

 Yogini Jane Dobson describes her own understanding of embodiment in her MA 

thesis for a degree in Counseling Psychology at Pacifica Graduate Institute as “the 

psychological and physical metamorphosis that occurs when an individual chooses to 

take the necessary steps in order to gain residency in the home of the body” (Dobson 4). 

Dobson suffered from the age of six with Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis, an autoimmune 

condition that attacked her ankles and eyes. After multiple cortisone injections and cycles 

of medication to relieve the pain, she locked herself in the bathroom at the age of seven, 

flushing all her medication away in what she calls a “terrifying expression of madness 

and rage” (Dobson 5). It was from that point that she began to understand the power of 

awareness and her choice to live with her pain naturally in order to understand it better, 

and potentially heal from it.  

While Yoga came to her later in life, it was this early understanding of how 

embodiment functions that was key to unlocking her personal relationship with her own 

body, helping her to find a way to heal her own body rather than medication and medical 

diagnoses. She realized: “As a person who has spent a considerable portion of time in 

hospitals, clinics, and consulting rooms trying to gain some sort of understanding about 

the physical pain and swollen tissue that periodically visited my body, I have learned to 

pay close attention to the energy working inside my own form. In essence, I have 

participated in a long process of sickness and revival” (Dobson 5). When her symptoms 
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began to re-emerge in her freshman year of college, she sought help at a Yoga class 

taught by a swami from India. It was after this point that she felt she could experience 

“the physical sensation of peace” in her body, even while learning to live within the 

parameters of her pain. 

However, as she ventured forth to find a Yoga class when she moved to New 

York City, she realized there were many styles and forms. After trying many styles, she 

never felt as connected to her body as she had during the first classes. She eventually 

developed a process called “The Yoga of Embodiment” in order to explore this feeling on 

her own. Whereas in the past Yoga had been a discipline passed very strictly from master 

to student, in its 20th and 21st century incarnation, Yoga teachers in the U.S. started to 

create their own new styles, combining knowledge from other somatic/therapeutic 

practices, personal experience with a particular physical or emotional aspect of Yoga, and 

other influences such as dance and the arts. For Dobson, the technique she developed was 

based on her awareness of the body and pain, generating an embodied form of feminist 

body consciousness. 

The Yoga of Embodiment emphasizes surrender and acknowledgement of Yoga 

as a “kinetic process that involves every living cell” (Dobson 6). This technique, as many 

other Modern Yoga methodologies underscores the importance of sidestepping the mind 

and trying to access the power of what Dobson calls “the soul in the body.” The goals are 

greater freedom in the body itself, healing and “urging matter towards consciousness.” 

Modern Yoga teachers like Dobson operate between the two polarities of being physical 

therapists using exercise and movement as their primary medium, and being spiritual 

teachers re-interpreting philosophical teachings and notions of consciousness that are 
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very far removed from the typical woman in the industrialized world. For the majority of 

women practicing Yoga, it is through the experience and increasing awareness of the 

body (emphasizing healing mental and physical worries) that the portal for spirituality 

can be accessed. As we get further into the story of Yoga teachers’ personal practice and 

ethics, it becomes apparent that “spirituality” and “consciousness” function as all-

encompassing terms for those beliefs that transcend the physical, and yet at the same time 

must be translated into and understood by the physical, through everyday acts and 

routines. 

For Dobson, “ultimately, the practice of Yoga itself becomes a ritual enactment 

that supports a cultural process of emerging consciousness: the delicate process of 

individuation” (Dobson 6). In the “Yoga of Embodiment” and the majority of other Yoga 

schools today, the body is a vehicle for realization of the potentiality for freedom in life 

and eventually, freedom from suffering (samsara) of existence. Of what exactly—that is 

where the differences between schools become apparent, but the primary ones seem to 

be: awareness, healing, strength, discipline, and finally, insight. While there is perhaps 

less understanding of the last aspect on the part of students, for Yoga teachers, insight is a 

critical component of their practice. Through meditation and various other spiritual 

disciplines in addition to asana practice, the Yoga teacher commits herself to attempting 

to reach higher states of consciousness and realization, while imparting that knowledge to 

her students. This may be the most contentious part of this study for the academy, but it 

devalues the longevity and strength of Yoga’s core teachings to claim that realization of 

one’s greater consciousness is impossible in contemporary Yoga. Dobson bridges her 

discussion of soul and consciousness to the Hillman and Jung’s premise in depth 
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psychology that illness, disease, and even death are all promptings from the psyche, 

revealing a message from another layer of the personality. She refers to the process of 

embodiment as “psyche’s invitation to move into the dark places,” signaling that perhaps 

it is not only one’s own volition that initiates this healing journey, but perhaps a 

subconscious force (Dobson 7). Yogic embodiment, from Dobson’s perspective, becomes 

a methodical way to access deeper levels of consciousness; by creating a more profound 

relationship with the body, the field of awareness (described by Nevrin above) can extend 

to what Dobson and other teachers today call the “subtle body,” referring to the subtle 

energetic body of classical Yoga.  

When considering embodiment in the field of Yoga, it is important to realize that 

the physical body is multifaceted; contemporary understanding appropriates and uses 

classical and medieval ideas of body and mind to make sense of lived experience and 

attempt a yogic transcendence. Many Yoga teachers may not fully utilize the model of 

the classical Yoga body, but many teachers are taught this model, including the idea of 

karma being embedded within the body in their teacher training. The model of the 

classical Yoga body is an embodied form of understanding how karma interacts with the 

body, but also the idea that people are more than their personalities.  

I believe that an understanding of this way of looking at mind-body as energy can 

shed light on both how Yoga heals women differently, and also how yoginis use these 

ideas to discuss body as a loci of social circumstances and operate through them. Today’s 

yoginis use the term “body-mind,” but this term does not fully articulate the extent to 

which both mind and body are defined differently in Yoga, as opposed to the West, in 

which they are seen as very separate.  
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There are two kinds of mind in the yogic body. Manas (mind, will) organizes 

information received from the physical senses. Close to sensory functions, it is also 

considered a sense. Its operational modes are: desire, volition, lack of faith, resolution, 

irresolution, shame, knowledge and fear. Feuerstein notes: “The Yoga scriptures 

emphasize the volitional and doubting disposition of the mind” (177). The mind needs to 

be disciplined and cut like a tree, not at the branches, but at the root. In the classical text 

Hatha Yoga Pradipika (4.26) manas is compared to mercury, which is unsteady. On the 

other hand, the higher mind is called buddhi (intellect, consciousness). It is associated 

with prakriti (simple form of existence, pre-evolutionary state) and gives rise to all other 

tattva, or material and psychic categories of existence. It is the “wisdom faculty” or 

higher mind in contrast to lower mind, and a very deep aspect of the human psyche. Yoga 

posits a direct connection between the breath and the mind. Manas is considered lord of 

the senses, while prana is said to be lord of the higher mind. The goal of yoga asana is to 

produce a steadiness of both body and mind. 

Thus it is significant in Yoga to recognize that the body-mind as a kind of energy 

network that is neither physical or strictly divine, but rather a mixture, and also a mirror 

of the cosmological underpinnings of atman-brahman. Atman is spirit, and has two 

manifestations, paramatma (supreme atman/brahman) and jivatma (individual atman). 

The energy body resides between the physical and the mental-emotional, and stays with 

the causal (karmic) body at time of death. It is from within this energetic system that I 

would like to propose we use as a starting point from which to view feminism that 

operates with an awareness of physiology and these two kinds of minds. Is it possible for 

us living in a disembodied society to envision an energetic body that goes beyond 
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physical and mental binaries? The classical Yoga practices sought to unite polarities, of 

energy, of mind(s), and it is within this realm, of unity and energy, that women navigate 

their personal and social problems in an embodied way. 

In the practice of Yoga, this transformation occurs through pranayama, breath 

control exercises that regulate the flow of energy along these channels and build 

awareness of how to do so. Prana is in its most simple sense, energy, tied to the entire 

energetic system present in every body and its regulation is a central component of Yoga 

practice. In Samkhya philosophy, it is equated with purusha and the energy of life within 

all beings (Fuller 1925)4. Advanced Yoga practitioners experience prana on an everyday, 

bodily and energetic level, through both ritualized and performative acts of self-

awareness. They engage in daily and seasonal practices for the regulation of prana, such 

as pranayama (breathing exercises), dhyana (meditation) and asanas (exercises). Yoga 

operates as more than just an embodied practice, but also as a practice of regulating 

consciousness, and in energy regulation this is primarily accomplished through the 

practice of pranayama. Iyengar explains: 

Prana is energy permeating the universe at all levels. It is physical, mental, 
intellectual, sexual, spiritual, and cosmic energy… Prana is the hub of the 
Wheel of Life. Everything is established in it… Therefore the Yogi takes 
refuge in prana… Prana is usually translated as breath, yet this is only one 
of its many manifestations in the human body. (1988)  

From a feminist perspective, it is possible to look at the way energy (as prana) is 

understood in Yoga and apply it to informing a feminist politics of the body. Can the 

rejection of consciousness be related to the hegemonic notion of biologically-based 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Fuller describes the connection between atman and the “internal instruments”; these include five 
elements, five sheaths, three bodies, nerve currents (ida, pingala, sushumna), chakras, various vital energy 
points, forces and techniques for activating them. Modern understanding of the “classical yoga body” 
seems to be rather generalized and in the context of today’s classes, the chakras are emphasized.	  
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gender? Is it actually (or theoretically, even) possible to have a feminist body politics 

based on the phenomenology of perception, while at the same time rejecting biologically-

driven (essentialist) ideas about what the female body is? Through a deeper 

understanding of how memories, thoughts and perceptions are embedded in the classical 

Yoga body, we may have a better way to access the healing of women’s emotional and 

physical trauma through the process of embodiment. 

The yogic body is circumscribed by five sheaths (kosha), and one’s levels of 

awareness regarding them, and includes as well indriya (sensory and phenomenological 

faculties) which create residual memories and karmic patterns embedded into one’s body 

and consciousness. The essential belief is that one can clear karma from the past, that 

appear in the form of samskara (subconscious residues), and which are embedded within 

the kosha (layers) of the body and mind in the classical Yoga body (Chapple 2011). 

There are also limiting kleshas (poisonous mental states) that constrain a person, such as 

ignorance, egoism, desire and attachment, revulsion and repulsion, and gripping or 

holding onto the experiences of life. These must be avoided, and Yoga is a system for 

removing them. The concepts of indriya, klesha, and kosha mirror Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenological conception of how the body stores memory and conceives of time. He 

explained: “The part played by the body in memory is comprehensible only if memory is, 

not only the constituting consciousness of the past, but an effort to reopen time on the 

basis of the implications contained in the present, and if the body, as our permanent 

means of ‘taking up attitudes’ and thus constructing pseudo-presents, is the medium of 

our communication with time as well as space” (210).  
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This aspect of phenomenology is important for women and feminism because it 

can move us beyond the limitations of the body-mind construct, and expand our ideas of 

how we approach the cultural constructions placed upon our bodies. In the Jungian sense, 

I want to encourage a return to acknowledge the role of energy and the subconscious in 

imprinting upon the creation of the Self and relationship to other women in community. 

Jung’s concept of the collective unconscious (1961) is the closest parallel we might be 

able to pass through, ghostlike perhaps, in imagining this kind of unity. Jung notes that 

modern psychology insists on the personal nature of the psychology, with an emphasis on 

the person’s own history (1981). With this concept, he attempts to bring attention to other 

factors influencing our mental and emotional history, which could include biological, 

sexual, hereditary, or other “instincts” which may not have a personal or social 

connection. Jung discovered in his research that there were certain distinct patterns and 

surprising parallels between ancient myths and the visions that some patients described to 

him.  

Jung was an associate of Yoga researcher Mircea Eliade, with whom he went on 

to organize annual workshops for “back to nature” intellectuals and artists in Ascona, 

Switzerland. Jung called his own techniques “Yoga for the West,” starting on his own to 

interpret Hindu texts as early as 1912. Jung is important for what he offers in terms of 

understanding what Westerners sought from Eastern teachings. He believed that through 

the colonial legacy and our relationship with the East, Eastern philosophy had become 

embedded into the collective Western mind, or subconscious, as he referred to it.  

Jung did not want to analyze Yoga philosophically, but to test its theories in a 

psychological setting, and to come to some conclusions about its healing properties. 
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Shamdasani points out how Jung is an early example of the Western field of depth 

psychology, which was evolving alongside, and in conjunction with, the global 

dissemination of Yoga (1996). This is also explained in detail in Harold Coward’s Yoga 

and Psychology (2002), tracing the influence of Yoga on Jung’s work and unraveling 

what he sees as the differences between Jung and the Patanjali Yoga Sutra, in terms of 

what individuals might be able to access in their memories and consciousness. Coward 

ties Jung’s influence to the predominance of transpersonal psychology in the late 20th 

century, connecting the human potential movement with the importance of an 

understanding of karma and kleshas, the yogic belief that various mental and social traces 

are embedded in the mind and subconscious. The goal of Yoga is to overcome these 

trappings: “According to Yoga, transcendent consciousness is not immaterial but is 

composed of high-quality, high-energy luminous material (sattvic citta). Since all egoity 

has been overcome, there is no duality, no subject-object awareness, but only immediate 

intuition. All experience is transcendent of individuality, although this is described 

differently by the various schools of Indian thought” (Coward 2).5 Jung’s ideals 

concerning this “collective” were wholeheartedly developed in association with Yoga, as 

he struggled with understanding the chakra system and what an understanding of the 

yogic body meant in relationship to cosmology (and the unconscious) as a whole. 

The idea of the collective unconscious could serve as a way of bridging what 

prototypical yogins believed about the body, and the ways which contemporary 

practitioners are interpreting these concepts. Though the understanding of the classical 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  For further explanation of the idea of consciousness in Yoga, refer to Christopher Chapple’s “The Unseen 
Seer and the Field: Consciousness in Samkhya and Yoga: in The Problem of Pure Consciousness: 
Mysticism and Philosophy, Robert K.C. Forman, ed. Oxford University Press, 1990. 
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Yoga body is not explicitly the same, concentrating the mind on the concept that energy 

and emotions reside within the body may produce the same effects. If yoginis use an 

understanding of energy or prana to regulate emotional and mental states, how is that 

energy to be described? The progressive path of Yoga towards liberation does not easily 

map onto Western psychology, but that is part of the point here. As feminism rejects the 

phallocentric logic of Freud, tapping into underlying energy channels may be a kind of 

fulfillment of Jung’s hypothesis. 

The yogini follows a path of spiritual practice towards enlightenment that allows 

her to develop an awareness of each level, until ultimately attaining a state of bliss. In the 

final step of the journey, the kundalini shakti is awakened, at which point the yogini 

renounces the state of bliss and moves into a place beyond positive and negative energy 

poles, and impressions of Self and Other. If possible or even plausible, this could be a 

significant journey for the feminist—how do we even begin to conceive of true affinity, 

without having a real notion of another woman’s personal experience?   

Donna Haraway utilized the image of the cyborg for guiding a feminist 

consciousness that transcends the duality of injustice against women and nature (1990). 

In his ethnography Yoga in Modern India, Joseph Alter draws parallels between the yogi 

and cyborg: 

In many respects a cyborg is the embodied form of Yoga practice—a kind 
of jivanmukta [liberated being] as everyman. Both the yogi and the cyborg 
are the embodiment of mimesis and, as such, manifest profound and 
powerful contradictions: in Yoga experience is ignorance, but ignorance is 
integral to the realization of truth. In the body of the cyborg—and in the 
social relations produced as cyborgs engage with one another–there is both 
singularity and endless plurality. (Alter 244) 
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 While the cyborg metaphor fails to recognize our current status as human bodies, 

and could fall short of a purely body-based feminism, it should merit our consideration of 

Yoga in the future. Perhaps it would be interesting to correlate the fluidity of the cyborg 

with the metaphor of the snake, the symbol in Yoga for kundalini energy. Kundalini is 

technically a dormant energy, not strictly sexual, as popular culture would have us 

believe. When kundalini is awakened, the yogi’s feminine prana meets at bottom chakra 

and ascends the middle channel to unite with its male counterpart Shiva. The goddess 

journeys northward, piercing each granthi (energy knot) along the way. The adept attains 

a higher state when the two are finally united as one, transcending dualism of all kinds. 

Turning the snake in the Garden of Eden on its head, this serpent represents the creative 

potential for women using an energetic awakening as part of a worldwide feminist 

philosophy that also seeks to remove barriers brought on by mind-body and Self-Other 

dualistic thinking. 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the contemporary practice of Yoga 

shares quite a bit with the feminist notion of embodied knowledge, namely, the idea that 

thinking and science are not somehow greater than knowledge which is gained through 

bodily experience, but that the body offers wisdom of its own. Extending beyond the 

feminist paradigm, the field of Yoga offers additional parameters for exploring the ideas 

of equality and liberation, through its more spiritual and neo-Hindu components 

concerning the nature of matter, existence, and cosmology.  

In effect, yoginis of the West have not only unseated the authority of the 

patriarchal male guru (a concept which will be further developed in Chapter 2), they have 

also bypassed many of the classical rules that pertained to the historical female yogini, 
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mapping their desires onto a combination of Hindu shakti lore, the classical Yoga body, 

and as Mark Singleton points out in Yoga Body—modern exercise trends such as “gentle 

gymnastics” tailored to women (2010). But my interest here is not in origins per se, or 

whether or not their beliefs are in some way “correct”. In Performance Studies, our 

attention turns to the function and effects of artistic practice. In the case of Yoga, that 

practice is performed through the body, not through art, but also lived. Yoga operates as a 

cycle, a feedback loop, from mat to life and back to mat.  

My contention is that those women who have chosen to adopt the practice of Yoga into 
their lives in a deep way, created, in effect, alternative lifestyles for themselves, which 
were developed in response to normative gender roles and social expectations of their 
society related to work, family, and relationships. By engaging in a practice based on a 
positive relationship with one’s own body, women practicing Yoga in the West have 
found a starting place for a truly embodied feminist political practice. Looking at how 
one moves one’s body and maintaining a deeper awareness of one’s physical self, these 
gestures can in themselves be viewed as a personal, yet also political, act. Yoga has 
become a transformative and liberating ritual for women living under the effects of 
gender oppression, patriarchy, and misogyny.	  


